A novel group of type I polyketide synthases (PKS) in animals and the complex phylogenomics of PKSs
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Abstract

Type I polyketide synthases (PKSs), and related fatty acid synthases (FASs), represent a large group of proteins encoded by a diverse gene family that occurs in eubacteria and eukaryotes (mainly in fungi). Collectively, enzymes encoded by this gene family produce a wide array of polyketide compounds that encompass a broad spectrum of biological activity including antibiotic, antitumor, antifungal, immunosuppressive, and predator defense functional roles. We employed a phylogenomics approach to estimate relationships among members of this gene family from eubacterial and eukaryotic genomes. Our results suggest that some animal genomes (sea urchins, birds, and fish) possess a previously unidentified group of pks genes, in addition to possessing fas genes used in fatty acid metabolism. These pks genes in the chicken, fish, and sea urchin genomes do not appear to be closely related to any other animal or fungal genes, and instead are closely related to pks genes from the slime mold Dictyostelium and eubacteria. Continued accumulation of genome sequence data from diverse animal lineages is required to clarify whether the presence of these (non-fas) pks genes in animal genomes owes their origins to horizontal gene transfer (from eubacterial or Dictyostelium genomes) or to more conventional patterns of vertical inheritance coupled with massive gene loss in several animal lineages. Additionally, results of our broad-scale phylogenetic analyses bolster the support for previous hypotheses of horizontal gene transfer of pks genes from bacterial to fungal and protozoan lineages.
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1. Introduction

Polyketide synthases (PKSs) are multifunctional enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of a wide range of polyketide compounds (Hopwood, 1997; Hopwood and Sherman, 1990; Staunton and Weissman, 2001). Many diverse polyketides are synthesized by bacteria and fungi and have antibiotic or mycotoxic properties (e.g., erythromycin, rifamycin and actinorhodin). Polyketide compounds are also synthesized by plants, in which they have diverse functions including roles in flower pigmentation, pathogen defense (phytoalexins), UV and visible light exposure response, and symbiotic plant–pathogen interactions (Schröder et al., 1998; Winkel-Shirley, 2002). The diversity of biological activity of polyketides has made these secondary metabolites, and the PKS proteins that synthesize them, an important focus of biopharmaceutical research.

PKSs and fatty acid synthases (FASs) have similar protein domains and their biosynthetic pathways have several features in common. PKS/FASs typically catalyze multiple successive rounds of condensation of simple carbon units (usually acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA) to build a β-keto chain. In fatty acid biosynthesis, however, there is a complete reduction of the keto
groups with the production of completely saturated carbon chains, while these remain unreduced or partially reduced in polyketides.

PKSs have been classified as types I, II, and III, and our study focuses primarily on proteins within type I (for a review of PKS classification, see Moss et al., 2004). Type I PKSs contain, within a multifunctional polypeptide, all the enzymatic activities necessary for one cycle of β-keto chain elongation and processing, and may be either modular (mostly in bacteria) or iterative (in fungi). In modular PKSs, each polypeptide includes one or multiple modules, and each module is responsible for one round of condensation and β-keto chain processing. Each catalytic domain of modular type I PKSs is used only once during the process. In contrast, iterative type I PKSs are monomodular and conduct multiple rounds of chain elongation and β-keto chain processing using their catalytic domains multiple times (for illustrations of polyketide synthesis in relation to protein domain structure see: Hopwood and Sherman, 1990; Hopwood, 1997; Moss et al., 2004; Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005). Type I PKSs and FASs often share a PP domain. These domains may or may not be present in PKSs.

In contrast to type I PKSs, the enzymatic activities for the β-keto chain elongation and processing in type II PKSs are present in separate polypeptides, and each domain is used iteratively. Type III PKSs, or calcine synthases, were originally identified in plants and have recently been isolated also from several bacteria (Moore and Hopke, 2001; Gross et al., 2006). In contrast to type I and type II polyketide biosynthesis, the β-keto chain is elongated and processed at a single multifunctional active site in type III PKSs, and type III proteins do not possess a PP domain.

Recent phylogenetic evidence (Kroken et al., 2003; Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005) has suggested that animal FASs are evolutionarily nested within the type I pks gene family, implying that fas genes represent an evolutionary subset of type I pks genes that occur in animals. Polyketide compounds, used as defensive mechanisms to deter predation, have been isolated from some marine invertebrates (e.g., sponges and mollusks; Garson, 1989), although these polyketides were subsequently found to be produced by bacterial symbionts (and not encoded in the animal genomes). Aside from fas genes, no other forms of pks genes are currently known to occur in the genomes of animals except for an enigmatic pks identified in sea urchins (Calestani et al., 2003).

Calestani et al. (2003) isolated a pks gene (SpPks) expressed in pigment cells of sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) embryos. Sea urchin larval pigment cells are a subset of mesodermal cells with mesenchymal properties. In their final position, pigment cells are embedded in the ectoderm of the larva. The pigment produced by pigment cells is a naphthoquinone called echinochrome that has characteristics typical of a polyketide compound (McLendon, 1912; Kuhn and Wallenfells, 1940; Griffiths, 1965). SpPks was found to be required for the biosynthesis of the pigment echinochrome (Calestani et al., 2003), and sea urchin embryos lacking SpPKS (knock-down) develop pigment cells, but they appear unpigmented (albino phenotype; Calestani et al., 2003). The sequence of isolated cDNA clones of SpPks demonstrated that this gene encodes a multifunctional polypeptide containing the following series of conserved domains: KS–AT–DH–ER–TE (Calestani et al., 2003). The presence of these domains indicates that SpPKS belongs to the type I class of PKSSs. In accordance with these data, a biochemical study by Salaque et al. (1967) showed that acetic acid molecules are utilized as precursors in the biosynthesis of echinochrome A in sea urchin. Currently, the function of sea urchin echinochrome is not completely understood, but may include roles in immuno-defense (Service and Wardlaw, 1984).

Initial comparisons of SpPKS with other known proteins (via Blast searches of the NCBI database) revealed particularly low similarity with Caenorhabditis, Drosophila, and human FASs, and there appeared to be no obvious orthologs of SpPKS in other animal genomes. Furthermore, SpPKS appeared to share high similarity with unrelated fungal and bacterial PKSs. The enigmatic similarities of SpPKS with non-animal PKSs, based on initial analyses, lead us to ask specific questions about the evolutionary origins of this gene, including: (i) Is there phylogenetic evidence for orthologs of SpPKS in other animal genomes available? (ii) Is SpPKS more closely related to animal fas genes, the most similar animal genes to SpPKS based on initial BLAST results? (iii) Are the closest relatives of SpPKS non-animal genes in fungi or bacteria? (iv) Is gene loss, or horizontal gene transfer (HGT), a plausible explanation to account for the evolutionary origins of SpPKS?

In order to address these questions, we assembled a large collection of amino acid sequences of type I PKSs and FASs from eubacteria and eukaryotes that shared similarity with SpPKS, and conducted phylogenetic analyses to estimate relationships among these proteins. In addition to our specific questions regarding the evolutionary history and relations of SpPKSs, the taxonomic breadth of our analysis also provided an optimal opportunity to address more general questions about the evolution of eubacterial and eukaryotic pks and fas genes. We exploit our broad-scale phylogenetic estimates to address the following additional questions: (i) What are the relationships among major groups of eubacterial and eukaryotic type I PKS and FAS proteins? (ii) Across the phylogeny of PKS/FASs, is there any evidence for HGT and/or differential gene loss in eukaryotic lineages?

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Annotation of sea urchin pks genes and identification of conserved protein domains

The predicted exon–intron structure and protein sequence of SpPKS was verified by tiling expressed sequence tag (EST) data (partial cDNA clones) over the corresponding genome sequence cloned into a bacterial artificial chromosome. This gene has a total of seven exons (2424 predicted codons), two of which are
Hydra magnipapillata
Protein Families Database of Alignments and HMMs (PFAM) was submitted to the NCBI database (accession AC131501). This gene prediction (genomic sequence cloned into a bacterial artificial chromosome. ACP-synthetases, as in Kroken et al. (2003). from bacterial type II and bacterial and mitochondrial ketoacyl- from our BLAST results). Outgroup sequences were obtained (EST data (NCBI accession XM_788471). A very similar have reannotated the initial prediction of this gene based on our fASH with rounds of automated alignment in CLUSTALW (using the BOLSUM62 matrix) followed by manual readjustment, and partial automated realignment of selected sequences or regions. A core motif among PKS proteins includes the typically adjacent KS and AT domains, and these domains represented the most conserved regions among PKSs. Accordingly, our final alignment for phylogenetic analyses included only these two regions (KS and AT domains). Sites in alignments where homology was ambiguous were conservatively excluded prior to phylogenetic analyses; a majority of excluded sites represented linker regions between the KS and AT domains and distal/proximal portions of the KS and AT domains. This final alignment included a total of 178 PKS protein sequences (5 of which were outgroups), aligned over 552 amino acid positions. All protein sequences used for phylogenetic analyses are provided, with NCBI accession numbers in the Online Supplementary Table (S1).

We expected the combined KS+AT domain alignment to produce superior estimates of phylogeny given that this combination of domains provides more phylogenetic characters. There is, however, some evidence that KS and AT domains may not share a common evolutionary history in some eubacteria (Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005). If this situation was common among pks genes, this may obscure estimates of the gene family phylogeny if such different phylogenetic signal (from the two domains) were mixed to estimate a single tree. To address this concern, we also conducted phylogenetic analyses based on a reduced alignment that only included 381 amino acids solely from the KS domain (the larger and more conserved of the two domains). Phylogeny estimates based on this smaller KS domain alignment were compared to the larger KS+AT domain analyses to verify the consistency among phylogeny estimates.

2.2. Data retrieval from genomic databases

We searched for PKS and FAS proteins that were similar to SpPKS using BLASTP, BLASTN, and TBLASTN searches against complete and incomplete genomes of eubacteria and eukaryotes deposited in the NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). For BLAST searches, we used one of the following four sequences: the complete amino acid or nucleic acid sequence of SpPKS, the amino acid sequence of only the KS domain of SpPKS, and the amino acid sequence of human FAS (NCBI accession NP_004095).

We thoroughly searched each group of organisms (e.g., plants, fungi, eubacteria, invertebrate animals, etc.) for sequences similar to SpPKS by conducting individual BLAST searches against each organismal group independently. Several organisms of interest (e.g., Xenopus tropicalis; see Results Section 3.1) with draft genomes or EST sequences available were not accessible on NCBI, and BLASTP and TBLASTN searches were conducted independently on these genomes via their respective web servers (links available from the NCBI website at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=genemap). We also searched the incomplete invertebrate genomes or EST databases of: the sea urchin L. variegatus, the urochordate Ciona intestinalis, the hemichordate Saccoglossus kowalevskii, and the cnidarians Hydra magnipapillata and Nematostella vectensis.

In addition to the collection of PKS sequences obtained from searching genomic databases, we incorporated all amino acid sequences included in a recent study on PKSs in ascomycete fungi (Kroken et al., 2003; and removed redundant sampling from our BLAST results). Outgroup sequences were obtained from bacterial type II and bacterial and mitochondrial ketoacyl-ACP-synthetases, as in Kroken et al. (2003).

2.3. Amino acid sequence alignment

Amino acid alignment was accomplished in an iterative fashion with rounds of automated alignment in CLUSTALW (using the BOLSUM62 matrix) followed by manual readjustment, and partial automated realignment of selected sequences or regions. A core motif among PKS proteins includes the typically adjacent KS and AT domains, and these domains represented the most conserved regions among PKSs. Accordingly, our final alignment for phylogenetic analyses included only these two regions (KS and AT domains). Sites in alignments where homology was ambiguous were conservatively excluded prior to phylogenetic analyses; a majority of excluded sites represented linker regions between the KS and AT domains and distal/proximal portions of the KS and AT domains. This final alignment included a total of 178 PKS protein sequences (5 of which were outgroups), aligned over 552 amino acid positions. All protein sequences used for phylogenetic analyses are provided, with NCBI accession numbers in the Online Supplementary Table (S1).

We expected the combined KS+AT domain alignment to produce superior estimates of phylogeny given that this combination of domains provides more phylogenetic characters. There is, however, some evidence that KS and AT domains may not share a common evolutionary history in some eubacteria (Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005). If this situation was common among pks genes, this may obscure estimates of the gene family phylogeny if such different phylogenetic signal (from the two domains) were mixed to estimate a single tree. To address this concern, we also conducted phylogenetic analyses based on a reduced alignment that only included 381 amino acids solely from the KS domain (the larger and more conserved of the two domains). Phylogeny estimates based on this smaller KS domain alignment were compared to the larger KS+AT domain analyses to verify the consistency among phylogeny estimates.

2.4. Phylogenetic analyses

We used two different methods to reconstruct the phylogeny of type I PKS and FAS proteins, maximum parsimony (MP) and Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo phylogenetic analyses (BMCMP). Using both methods provides a convenient way to cross-validate phylogenetic estimates since these two methods have inherently different strengths and intrinsic assumptions about the evolutionary process. In general, however, we expect BMCMP analyses to produce superior estimates of phylogeny because it incorporates probabilistic models of amino acid substitution that should be less likely to be misled by the complexities of the amino acid substitution process (e.g., Huelsenbeck, 1995; Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997). Agreeing with a large body of literature on modeling nucleotide substitution, recent evidence suggests that Bayesian phylogenetic methods are particularly robust to branch-length differences in protein datasets, especially when among-site rate heterogeneity is accommodated using a gamma distribution (Mar et al., 2005).

Maximum parsimony phylogenetic analyses of both alignments (KS+AT and KS-only) were conducted in PAUP*4.0b10 (Sinauer, Sunderland, MA), using heuristic searches with nodal support assessed via non-parametric bootstrapping (Felsenstein,
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses were conducted in MrBayes version 3.1 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) with nodal support assessed via bipartition posterior probability support (PPS), calculated by surveying the posterior distribution of tree estimates for the frequency of bipartition occurrence. The default settings were used for all priors and parameter estimates except where indicated below. In order to identify when BMCMC runs had reached stationarity, we monitored the trends in the cold chain likelihood scores and parameter values for evidence of reaching stable plateaus using Tracer (Rambaut and Drummond, 2003).

Two initial BMCMC analyses were conducted for each dataset on a single processor computer with $2 \times 10^6$ generations per run. For all BMCMC runs, we used mixed priors on amino acid substitution models with gamma-distributed rate variation (thus integrating model selection into the process of phylogenetic analysis), which resulted in 100% posterior probability for the Wagner model of amino acid substitution (Whelan and Goldman, 2001) as best-fitting both datasets. To assemble a large number (distribution) of post-burnin BMCMC estimates, we conducted multiple independent BMCMC runs and pooled the posterior (post-burnin) estimates from these, as this strategy has been shown to converge well on estimates derived from a smaller number of BMCMC runs conducted for a large number of successive generations (Castoe et al., 2004). Initial runs for both datasets indicated that BMCMC stationarity was reached by $1.2 \times 10^6$ generations. Final BMCMC analyses of the KS + AT domain dataset were conducted with forty independent BMCMC runs, each conducted for $2.5 \times 10^6$ generations (with the first $2 \times 10^6$ generations of each discarded as burnin). Final BMCMC analyses of the KS (only) domain dataset were conducted with six independent BMCMC runs, each conducted with $6 \times 10^6$ generations (with the first $2 \times 10^6$ generations of each discarded as burnin).

3. Results

3.1. Recovery of PKS proteins from genomic databases

We annotated and submitted to Genbank (see Supporting Online Table S1) all pks genes we identified that were previously either not annotated, or incompletely annotated in genomic databases. We found a total of three type I pks-like genes in the draft genome of the sea urchin *S. purpuratus*. The first, *SpPks* (XM_788471) has been reported previously (Calestani et al., 2003; although we have revised the annotation based on EST data), and the second, *SpPks2* (XM_796777), was previously predicted from the genomic sequence data, but otherwise unidentified. A third gene (*SpFas*, accession NW_790012) appeared to be an ortholog of animal *fas* genes based on protein domain structure, which was later confirmed by our phylogenetic analyses. We identified what appeared to be an ortholog of *SpPks* (*LvPks*; AC131501) from another sea urchin species *L. variegatus*, based on the unpublished sequence of a bacterial artificial chromosome clone. Other than *LvPks*, no additional *pks* or *fas* genes were found in the *L. variegatus* genomic data available.

We found no relevant BLAST results (bit scores < 50) in searches of plant or archaebacterial genomic databases. We recovered several hundred PKSs from eubacterial and fungal genomes, and selected 70 protein sequences with the highest BLAST scores (compared with *SpPKS*) from each group to include in our analyses. A (non- *fas*) *pks* gene has not been identified in humans, and our BLAST searches recovered only a single human *fas*, and no other potential *pks* orthologs in the human genome. In most other vertebrate genome databases we recovered only a single *fas*-like gene, as we did for *Caenorhabditis elegans* and *C. briggsae*. Like most vertebrate genomes, the draft genome assemblies of *Bos taurus*, *Felis catus*, *Pan troglodytes*, *Pongo pygmaeus*, and *Oryctolagus cuniculus* returned only a single *fas* ortholog that was very similar to other vertebrate FAS proteins, and these were not included in the final phylogenetic analyses. Insect genome databases (*Drosophila melanogaster* and *Anopheles gambiae*) returned three PKS-like predicted proteins, and it appears that all three represent alternative potential isoforms (i.e., alternative transcripts) from a single *fas*-like locus. We included all three of these predicted proteins in phylogenetic analyses because some of the predicted protein sequences were quite different. Orthologs of this insect *fas* locus were also found in the draft genomes of *Bombix mori* (the domestic silkworm) and *Apis mellifera* (the honey bee), but were not included in phylogenetic analyses because they were nearly identical to the other insect *fas*-like genes included (from *Drosophila* and *Anopheles*); no other *pks*-like genes were found in *Bombix* and *Apis*. We found a single FAS-like predicted protein in the frog, *X. tropicalis*, EST database, based on an incomplete EST. Preliminary phylogenetic analyses placed the *X. tropicalis* protein within animal FASs, but with a very long terminal branch (possibly indicating a poor quality EST or an incorrect translation). Due to these issues, this *Xenopus* putative FAS was omitted from final phylogenetic analyses. We identified two *pks*-like genes in the genomes of *Chicken* (*Gallus gallus*) and fish (*Danio rerio* and *Tetraodon nigroviridis*). One of these genes from each genome appeared to be related to FASs (based on protein domain structure and high sequence similarity), whereas the second in each case appeared quite divergent from animal FASs. Our BLAST searches of several incomplete genomes, including the urochordate *C. intestinalis*, and the EST databases of the hemichordate *S. kowalevskii* (J. Gerhart, M. Kirschner, and C. Lowe, unpubl.) and of the cnidarians *H. magnipapillata* and *N. vectensis*, returned either no significant BLAST matches or estimated protein sequences (with very low BLAST scores) that were unalignable with other type I PKS protein sequences.
3.2. Results of phylogenetic analyses based on the KS+AT domain alignment

Maximum parsimony heuristic searches recovered 76 equally parsimonious trees of 25,022 steps in total length. Tree statistics for these trees are as follows: consistency index = 0.222, retention index = 0.480 and homoplasy index = 0.778. The strict consensus of the 76 optimal MP trees, along with nodal BSS values, is provided as a Supplementary Online Figure (Fig. S1).

The results of BMCMC phylogenetic analyses are summarized based on the combination of post-burn-in estimates from forty independent MCMC runs (representing $20 \times 10^6$ post-burn-in generations). The majority-rule consensus of these pooled post-burn-in estimates is provided with PPS values of nodal support (Fig. 1). On this tree we have also indicated nominal clades or groups, and for each we have provided an indication of the typical (and alternative) domain structures of the proteins in each group (Fig. 1). We use the term “group” to indicate a collection of protein sequences that was not estimated to be a monophyletic clade based on either MP or BMCMC (e.g., the “Mixed Group” forms a clade based on the MP analyses, but does not form a clade based on the BMCMC analyses).

The two phylogenetic methods provided different estimates of basal relationships among major groups of PKS proteins included, although both phylogenetic estimates were associated with particularly low support values for these deep relationships. Other than the most basal (deep) phylogenetic relationships among major clades of type I PKS proteins, MP and BMCMC methods provided broadly similar estimates of relationships among protein sequences within these major clades (and for this reason, we do not show all the results of both analyses, but see Supporting Online Figure S1 for entire MP results). Based on available evidence that BMCMC analyses are expected to produce a superior estimate of phylogeny (as outlined above, Section 2.4), we generally favor the BMCMC phylogeny, but describe results derived from both methods.

A comparison of the major relationships recovered by MP and BMCMC analyses among nominal groupings is shown in Fig. 2a, b (following the nomenclature of Fig. 1). Bayesian phylogeny estimates suggest that the deepest divergence among type I PKSs exists between the Fungal Clade I and the remaining groups of PKSs, whereas MP estimated the deepest divergences to be among members of Bacterial Group II (Fig. 2a, b). The Animal FAS Clade was inferred to be the sister group to the Fungal Clade II by BMCMC, whereas this FAS clade formed the sister group of the Fungal Clade II and Fungal Clade based on MP. The Nested Fungal Clade was placed within Bacterial Group II by both methods, although the BMCMC estimate placed it more deeply nested among bacterial PKSs (Fig. 2a; see also Fig. S1A).

Both MP and BMCMC analyses resulted in topologies in which PKSs and FASs from animal genomes formed distantly related clades, separated by non-animal PKSs. Proteins from animal genomes which did not phylogenetically cluster within the Animal FAS Clade, along with other closely related sequences, are collectively referred to as the Mixed PKS Group. This Mixed PKS Group contained SpPKS, SpPKS2, and LvPKS, along with proteins from some vertebrates (birds and fish; Figs. 2b and S1B). The two phylogenetic methods implied slightly different relationships within the Mixed PKS Group (regarding the placement of several bacterial PKSs and SpPKS2). The relationships of these non-FAS animal PKSs (and related proteins) in the Mixed PKS Group are shown in Fig. 1B (based on BMCMC) and Fig. 2d (based on MP).

Although the two phylogenetic methods differed slightly in the estimated phylogenetic placement of these animal (non-FAS) PKS proteins (Figs. 1B and 2d), the differences between these estimates are not substantial. Both methods imply that the closest relative of the sea urchin proteins SpPKS (from Strongylocentrotus) and LvPKS (from Lytechinus) is a PKS from the slime mold Dictyostelium (PPS = 95; BSS = 50). In the BMCMC estimate (Fig. 1B), this group formed the sister clade (PPS = 64) to a cluster of PKSs from the chicken (Gallus) and fish (Danio and Tetraodon) genomes, and the sister group to this clade of animal and Dictyostelium PKSs was inferred to be a PKS from the marine plankton Rhodopirellula (Fig. 1B). In the MP estimate, the Rhodopirellula PKS formed the sister lineage to Dictyostelium and sea urchin PKSs, and the chicken and fish PKS clade formed the sister group to this clade (Fig. 2d). Surrounding this group in both estimates are several bacterial PKSs, which vary in phylogenetic placement slightly between BMCMC and MP estimates. Also, within this Mixed PKS Group, a second sea urchin PKS (SpPKS2, from Strongylocentrotus) is clustered variably between estimates with PKSs from the bacteria Nocardia, Clostridium, and Microbulbifer (in BMCMC; PPS < 50; Fig. 1B) or Bordetella, Nitrosomonas, and Burkholderia (in MP, BSS = 99; Fig. 2d).

In addition to the unexpected phylogenetic placement of (non-FAS) animal PKSs, both MP and BMCMC estimates agree in the placement of several fungal and protozoan PKSs nested within larger clades of bacterial PKSs (see black boxes in Figs. 1A and S1A). Both MP and BMCMC estimates placed a PKS from the fungus Coccilobulus heterostrophus (AAX_09989) nested within Bacterial Clade I by one or more strongly supported nodes (Figs. 1A and S1A). Both phylogenetic estimates also place the Nested Fungal Clade (including Byssochlamys, Penicillium, and Aspergillus PKSs) within Bacterial Clade II (Fig. 1A, PPS = 100; Fig. S1A, BSS < 50). Additionally, two PKSs from the protozoan Cryptosporidium parvum (Eukaryota: Alveolata: Apicomplexa) formed a clade that was deeply phylogenetically nested within Bacterial Group II, and distantly related to the Nested Fungal Clade, the next most closely related eukaryotic PKSs (Figs. 1A and S1A).

3.3. Results of phylogenetic analyses based on the KS domain only

In a vast majority of cases, the phylogeny estimates based solely on the KS domain were very similar to the estimates based on the KS+AT domains (BMCMC-KS+AT and MP-KS+AT hereafter), but with comparatively less topology resolution
and lower support for relationships, consistent with the smaller number of characters in the KS-only alignment. The broad congruence between KS and KS+AT domain phylogeny estimates provides confirmation that, in general, the evolutionary history of the two domains appears to be congruent or shared, suggesting that estimates based on the KS+AT domains provide

Fig. 1. Majority-rule consensus Bayesian phylogenetic estimate of relationships among type I polyketide and fatty acid synthases, based on an alignment of 552 amino acid positions (outgroups not shown). Posterior probability (PPS) values of nodal support >49% are shown on the tree; nodes receiving 100% PPS are indicated with a gray-filled circle. Major clades or groups, indicated with gray-filled rectangles, are identified and characteristic protein structural domains for each clade are given. For domain annotations, domains in parentheses occur in only some members of particular groups or clades. See text (Section 2.1, or abbreviation section in front matter) for abbreviations used for protein domains. Black rectangles and white branches are used to indicate lineages or clades that are phylogenetically placed in an unexpected or unusual manner (potentially indicating horizontal gene transfer or differential gene loss).
reliable, and likely superior, inferences of evolutionary history. Based on this result, we treat the inferred KS+AT domain phylogeny (particularly the BMCMC) as our preferred estimate and only focus on relevant relationships that were different between the KS and KS+AT phylogenies.

The MP estimate based on the KS-only alignment (MP-KS) was particularly poorly resolved and weakly supported, and we do not show these results for this reason. The entire BMCMC tree estimate based on the KS domain (BMCMC-KS) is provided as supplementary data (Fig. S2), and the summary of

---

**Fig. 1 (continued)**
higher-level relationships based on this analysis is provided for comparison (Fig. 2c).

The BMCMC-KS estimate of major relationships (Fig. 2c) is similar to the MP-KS + AT estimate (Fig. 2b) in inferring an early divergence of Bacterial Group II proteins, and a closer relationship of the two large fungal clades. Like the BMCMC-KS + AT estimate, however, the BMCMC-KS estimate implied a sister group relationship between the Animal FAS Clade and the Fungal Clade II (Fig. 2). As in all other estimates, the Nested Fungal Clade was placed within Bacterial Group II, but the BMCMC-KS estimate placed this grouping as the sister clade to Bacterial Group I PKSs (Fig. 2c). Like the MP-KS + AT, the Bacterial Group II PKSs did not form a clade, although support values were low (Fig. 2c, see also Fig. S2).

Consistent with all other estimates (including the MP-KS), the BMCMC-KS estimate inferred that PKSs and FASs from animal genomes formed distantly related clades, separated by non-animal proteins (Fig. 2c). All non-FAS animal proteins fell within the group labeled “Mixed PKS Group” in Fig. 2c, which is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2e. As in the BMCMC-KS + AT tree, the BMCMC-KS phylogeny implies that the closest relative of the sea urchin proteins SpPKS and LvPKS is a PKS from the slime mold Dictyostelium, and that the sister group of this clade is a cluster of PKSs from the chicken (Gallus) and fish (Danio and Tetraodon) genomes (Fig. 2e). The phylogenetic placement of a second sea urchin PKS (SpPKS2, from Strongylocentrotus) was not well-supported, but was generally placed close to this animal PKS grouping in the BMCMC-KS estimate (Fig. 2e). The exact topology surrounding these animal PKSs was not well-supported, but included several lineages of bacterial and fungal PKSs (Fig. 2c, e, see also Fig. S2).

Like the KS + AT-based phylogeny estimates, the BMCMC-KS tree placed several fungal and protozoan PKSs nested within larger clades of bacterial PKSs (see black boxes in Fig. S2). As inferred in the MP-KS + AT and BMCMC-KS + AT estimates, the BMCMC-KS analysis placed the Nested Fungal Clade among bacterial PKSs, although it was estimated as the sister lineage to a cluster of Bacterial Group II proteins (Fig. 2c). Also, the two PKSs from the protozoan C. parvum formed a clade deeply phylogenetically nested within Bacterial Group II, as in the MP-KS + AT and BMCMC-KS + AT trees (Fig. S2). The only major difference regarding the topology of apparently misplaced PKSs between KS and KS + AT datasets was the placement of the PKS from the fungus C. heterostrophus. The BMCMC-KS analysis inferred this protein to be deeply divergent based on the KS domain, whereas it was deeply nested within Bacterial Clade I in both KS + AT estimates (Figs. 1A, S1A, and 2c; see also Fig. S2).
4. Discussion

4.1. Enigmatic origins of a novel group of animal (non-fas) pks genes

The primary goal of this study was to investigate the phylogenetic placement (and potential orthologs) of the sea urchin pks gene SpPks. Early indications, during the first characterization of this gene (Calestani et al., 2003), suggested a complex evolutionary origin and a lack of animal orthologs. Results of our phylogenetic analyses suggest this gene (and what appears to be an ortholog [LvPks] from another sea urchin species, L. variegatus) is most closely related to a pks from the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum (Figs. 1B and 2d, e). Despite intense searching of other animal genomic databases, we found no protein sequences in available animal (or fungal) genomes that were inferred as the closest relative of these sea urchin genes. We did, however, find a second clade of non-FAS PKSs (from chicken and fish genomes) that was closely related to SpPks, but not more closely related than the Dictyostelium PKS. Furthermore, we found an additional predicted protein from the sea urchin S. purpuratus (SpPKS2; representing a distinct locus) that was inferred to be a member of this Mixed PKS Group, phylogenetically clustered with bacterial and/or fungal PKSs, although no BMCMC analysis strongly supported the precise placement of this protein (Figs. 1B and 2d, e).

In addition to the enigmatic evolutionary origins of SpPks and SpPKS2, the results of phylogenetic analyses provide a similarly peculiar result in that chicken and fish genomes also contain a pks closely related to SpPks. None of these genes in chicken or fish have been characterized at the molecular level, and all represent predicted proteins. Of these vertebrate pks genes, expression (transcription) has only been confirmed for the chicken pks gene, based on cDNA clone libraries obtained from chicken macrophages and lymphocytes. These three lineages or clusters of animal pks genes placed within the Mixed PKS Group are clearly distantly related to fas genes of animals, and appear to have an evolutionary origin unique from animal fas.

To evaluate the possible evolutionary mechanisms (i.e., gene duplication/loss or HGT) that may have lead to the establishment of (non-fas) animal pks genes, it is critical to consider the underlying organismal phylogeny. Unfortunately, our understanding of the tree of life is still somewhat vague and in a process of refinement. Recent phylogenomic evidence (Ciccarelli et al., 2006) suggests that slime molds (i.e., Dictyostelium) are the sister lineage to animals and fungi (collectively). To avoid evoking HGT to explain the close relationship between sea urchin and Discostelium PKSs, massive gene loss would need to have occurred in fungi, ecdysozoan animals (insects and nematodes), and in vertebrates. If our topology estimates are inaccurate, and instead the Dictyostelium PKS is the sister lineage to sea urchin, chicken, and fish PKSs, massive differential gene loss in even more lineages would be required to explain these phylogenomic patterns. Although HGT may seem a more parsimonious hypothesis than pks gene loss in multiple animal and fungal lineages, evidence that gene loss on similar scales may be somewhat common is accumulating in the literature. Evidence that fungi are particularly prone to pks gene duplication and loss (Kroken et al., 2003), and that substantial gene loss has differentially occurred across vertebrate (e.g., Dachin et al., 2005; Blomme et al., 2006) and invertebrate lineages (e.g., Hughes and Friedman, 2005), collectively imply that gene loss may be a reasonable explanation for the enigmatic phylogenomics of animal (non-fas) pks genes. Ongoing genome and EST sequencing projects in early diverging animal lineages (e.g., hemichordates, other echinoderms, mollusks, annelids) should eventually provide further insight into what other animal genomes may also possess orthologs to SpPKs or the other animal non-fas pks genes (within the Mixed PKS Group).

Another interesting layer of evolutionary complexity regarding members of this Mixed PKS Clade has recently come to light. The Dictyostelium protein (steely) inferred to be the closest relative to SpPKS (and LvPKS) actually appears to be a hybrid (or fused) PKS, nominally referred to as a “hybrid type I fatty acid-type III polyketide synthase” (Austin et al., 2006). Our phylogenetic results suggest, instead, that at least the KS and AT domains of the Dictyostelium pks evolved from a non-fas pks type I ancestor, while the C-terminal domains, including a chalcone synthase domain (CHS; normally present only in type III PKSs), may have been independently evolutionary acquired from a type III PKS. This Dictyostelium PKS produces a signaling molecule that modulates cell type differentiation. Given the drastic differences in the C-terminal domains, it is unlikely that the Dictyostelium steely PKS is functionally similar to the closely related animal PKSs.

4.2. Functionality of animal (non-FAS) PKSs

SpPKs is expressed in the pigmented cells embedded in the epithelium of the larva and it is required to produce the pigment echinochrome (Calestani et al., 2003). The role of pigment cells is unclear, but they have been suggested as being involved in microbial defense (which is consistent with the functionality of polyketide compounds). In support of the hypothesis that SpPKS may play a role in immuno-defense, Service and Wardlaw (1984) purified echinochrome A from coelomic fluid (coelomocytes) of adult sea urchins, and showed that this compound possessed antibiotic properties against various marine and non-marine bacteria. Echinochrome A is also synthesized during the larval stage in pigment cells. The morphology and behavior of pigment cells are, to some extent, similar to that of macrophages. Pigment cells have a stellate shape with 2–3 pseudopodia, which can be rapidly extended and contracted, and they have the ability to migrate within the larval epithelium and the basal lamina (Gibson and Burke, 1987). Nevertheless, a direct involvement of pigment cells in the immuno-defense of the larva has yet to be shown. Evidence from chicken EST data does not provide a direct functional characterization of the chicken (non-FAS) PKS, although the results do provide some indications of its potential functionality. The only chicken EST libraries that have shown expression of this gene have been from macrophages and lymphocytes, also suggesting a potential antimicrobial role for the chicken (non-FAS) PKS.
4.3. Phylogenetic evidence for potential HGT and/or massive loss of pks genes in multiple eukaryotic lineages

Many PKSs, particularly in bacteria and fungi, synthesize polyketide compounds that clearly convey an important functionality (e.g., roles in microbial defense) and are likely to be subjected to intense evolutionary selection. Particularly high numbers of pks genes are found in some bacterial and fungal genomes (over twenty per genome in some eubacteria and fungi; Kroken et al., 2003; Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005), yet there are many notable contrasts between the genomes of related species in the number and diversity of pks genes present (e.g., Hopwood, 1997; Kroken et al., 2003; Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005). Collectively, these patterns suggest differential selection for (or against) the production of polyketide compounds drives an intense and complex evolutionary system of differential pks gene duplication and loss across lineages. This trend is clearly observed in ascomycete fungi, where no clear orthologous clusters of PKSs can be observed through the phylogenetic ‘noise’ of apparent differential gene duplication and loss (Kroken et al., 2003). In this context, it is not surprising that, in addition to this pattern of gene birth–death evolution, we may also observe successful HGT events. The horizontal transfer of genes is typically viewed as evolutionary unfavorable and selected against. The argument has been made that transferred genes should be lost to random mutational process, and will be selected against. The argument has been made that transferred genes is typically viewed as evolutionary unfavorable and selected against. The argument has been made that transferred genes makes them ideal candidates for differential gene duplication and loss, as well as stable HGT.

Previous studies examining the pks gene family have repeatedly found evidence for unique instances of HGT. Many studies have pointed out compelling evidence for the HGT of type I pks genes between eubacterial lineages (Egan et al., 2001; Anzai et al., 2003; Jenke-Kodama et al., 2005). Actinomycete eubacteria, in particular, appear to have repeatedly undergone HGT of type I pks genes, and it is thought that this widespread HGT among this group of bacteria is favored due to the linearity and instability of actinomycete chromosomes, associated with the large quantity of mobile genetic elements they contain (Ginolhac et al., 2005). Kroken et al. (2003) were the first to thoroughly examine the diversity of type I PKSs in fungi (focusing on ascomycetes) using a phylogenetic approach. Their results indicated two lineages of fungal PKS proteins from the eukaryotic protozoan C. parvum (an intracellular parasite of vertebrates); this was the only strongly supported drastic change between KS+AT and KS-only phylogeny estimates. Phylogenies based on the KS+AT domains place these Cryptosporidium PKSs deeply nested among eubacterial lineages within Bacterial Group II (Figs. 1A and S1A). Contrastingly, the BMCMC-KS phylogeny estimate placed these Cryptosporidium PKSs at the base of the type I PKS phylogeny. We interpret these results as implying that the KS and AT domain of these PKSs most likely have substantially different evolutionary histories and origins, with the AT domain potentially stemming from a bacterial origin (i.e., near the placement in the KS+AT trees), whereas the KS domain is so distantly related to other type I PKS domains, it may not have even originated from a type I PKS. Thus, domain shuffling (across PKS types) and HGT may have evolutionarily given rise to these Cryptosporidium pks genes.

4.4. Conclusions

Our phylogenomic data suggest multiple evolutionary origins of animal pks and fas genes, with a single origin of animal fas, and a complex and hereto unknown evolutionary origin of several non-fas pks genes in animals. The enigmatic origins of non-fas pks genes in sea urchins, birds, and fish suggest a complex evolutionary scenario, most likely explained by massive pks gene loss in multiple animal (and other eukaryote) lineages leading to the occurrence of these genes in only some animal genomes. Additional comparative genomic data from diverse animal genomes will be necessary to more conclusively rule out HGT and evaluate the hypothesis of multilocus gene loss in the case of animal pks genes. Available evidence for the role of the polyketide products of these PKSs remains vague, although preliminary indications that these

our topologies these fungal lineages are more deeply nested within bacterial PKS clades.

The first of these cases implying potential HGT is the strongly supported nesting of the PKS from the fungus C. heterostraphus (AAX09989; also referred to as PKS24 or NPS7) within Bacterial Clade I, based on all (KS+AT and KS-only) phylogenetic estimates (Figs. 1A, S1A, and S2A). This pks from C. heterostraphus is unique in that it encodes a hybrid PKS/nontibosomal peptide predicted to synthesize a partly reduced polyketide decorated with a single amino acid (Kroken et al., 2003). The second instance of phylogenetically misplaced fungal PKSs (as also observed by Kroken et al., 2003) is nominally referred to as the Nested Fungal Clade, placed among Bacterial Group II proteins in all analyses (Figs. 1A, S1A, and S2A). Due to our increased sampling of bacterial PKSs, our results provide an interesting strengthened line of support for HGT from bacterial to fungal lineages in both cases. Our phylogenies estimate both of these misplaced fungal PKS lineages to be nested within clusters of Actinomycete (e.g., Streptomyces spp.) eubacterial PKSs, and are consistent with previous evidence suggesting elevated rates of type I PKS gene HGT in this group of bacteria (Ginolhac et al., 2005).
PKSs may play roles in innate immunity (especially in sea urchins which are not known to have an adaptive immune system) present an intriguing potentially novel functional role for PKSs (and polyketides) in animals that requires more attention.

The finding that animal fas and the Fungal Clade II (based on BMCMC, or even both major fungal clades based on MP) may comprise sister evolutionary lineages highlights a dramatic example of strong differential gene family evolution stemming from a single pks gene in the ancestor of animals and fungi (this Fungal Clade II is representative of the fungal reducing PKS group of Kroken et al., 2003). Whereas animal genomes have not undergone any substantial duplication or neofunctionalization of this ancestral locus, fungal genomes appear to have undergone an intense process of gene duplication and loss, coupled with differential accessory domain arrangements to produce a broad diversity of PKS proteins (and polyketide compounds). We found evidence for two large groups of fungal type I PKSs (Fungal Clades I and II), and BMCMC results suggest that these two groups may have different evolutionary origins. Our results also support two other independent origins of fungal PKSs, and an anomalous origin of protozoan PKSs, that (in accordance with previous hypotheses) may have resulted from HGT.

Establishing conclusive evidence for HGT is difficult and controversial (e.g., Kurland et al., 2003), particularly given accumulating evidence for previously unappreciated high levels of differential gene loss across eukaryotic lineages. Within the constraints posed by the current genomic data available, it appears that HGT may be prevalent and significant in the evolutionary history of type I pks genes across broad taxonomic groups, including eubacteria, protozoans, fungi, although probably less so in animals. Despite the current limited comparative genomic data, our results together with previous studies demonstrate that differential gene family expansion and contraction, due to differential gene duplication and loss across lineages, is an obvious and strong component of the evolution of the type I PKS gene family. Collectively, the complex phylogenomics associated with the pks gene family are likely related to the particularly significant functionality (i.e., antimicrobial, predator defense, etc.) conveyed by the polyketide products synthesized by PKSs. Continuing expansion of genomic resources for diverse taxa will be particularly important for clarifying the relative roles of HGT and gene duplication/loss that have led to the diversity of pks genes (and polyketide compounds) across domains of life. These data, coupled with additional work to characterize the functional roles of the polyketide products produced by this gene family, would provide a biologically fascinating example of gene family functional evolution, while also providing an extremely useful biopharmaceutical resource.
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